
growth
[grəʋθ] n

1. рост; развитие
full growth - полное развитие
to attain full growth - достичь полного развития, достичь зрелости
economic growth - экономическое развитие
crystal growth - рост кристалла
growth point - точка роста
a period of rapid growth - период быстрого роста /развития/
growth in storeys - лес. ярусный рост (деревьев в лесу )

2. 1) прирост (тж. rate of growth)
yearly growth - ежегодный прирост
the growth of the population - прирост населения
the boy has shown a growth of two inches over the summer - за лето мальчик вырос на два дюйма

2) увеличение; усиление; распространение
the growth of education - распространениеобразования

3. 1) выращивание, культивирование
the growth of fruit - плодоводство
apples of foreign growth - привозные /импортные/ яблоки
wine of one's own growth - вино из собственного винограда

2) рост, произрастание
plant of quick growth - быстрорастущее растение

3) культура (бактерий)
4. 1) плод; продукт, предмет выращивания

the best growths of France - лучшие плоды Франции
2) растительность; поросль

a thick growth of bushes - густая поросль кустов
the luxuriant growths of the tropics - буйная тропическая растительность

3) щетина
he had a week's growth on his chin - он не брился целую неделю, у него была недельная щетина

4) урожай
second growth - а) второй урожай; б) отава
wine of the first growth - вино первого урожая

5. мед. опухоль, новообразование
malignant [cancerous] growth - злокачественная [раковая] опухоль
benign growth - доброкачественная опухоль

Apresyan (En-Ru)

growth
growth [growth growths] BrE [ɡrəʊθ] NAmE [ɡroʊθ] noun

1. uncountable (of people, animals or plants) the process of growing physically , mentally or emotionally
• Lack of water will stunt the plant's growth.
• Removedead leaves to encourage new growth.
• a concern with personal (= mental and emotional) growth and development
• growth hormones (= designed to make sb/sth grow faster)

2. uncountable ~ (in/of sth) an increase in the size, amount or degree of sth
• population growth
• the rapid growth in violent crime
• His book describes the growth of nationalism in Germany before the Second World War.

3. uncountable an increase in economic activity
• a disappointing year of little growth in Britain and America
• policies aimed at sustaining economic growth
• an annual growth rate of 10%
• a growth area /industry

4. countable a lump caused by a disease that forms on or inside a person, an animal or a plant
• a malignant /cancerous growth

5. uncountable, countable something that has grown
• The forest's dense growth provides nesting places for a wide variety of birds.
• several days' growth of beard
• Prune the shrub heavily now and fresh green growths should appear in March and April.

 
Thesaurus:

growth noun U, sing.
• The growth in averageearnings has remained constant.
increase • • rise • • inflation • • gain • • surge • • spiral • • upturn • |informal, especially journalism hike •

(a/an) growth/increase/rise/inflation/gain/surge/spiral/upturn/hike in sth
(a/an) growth/increase/rise/inflation/gain/surge/hike of 5%
lead to/mean /report (a/an) growth/increase/rise/inflation/gain/surge/hike

Growth, increase or rise? Growth is used especially to talk about size and is often positive; increase and rise are often used
to talk about negative things
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• the growth in employment/demand
• an alarming increase/rise in violent crime

 
Collocations:
The economy
Managing the economy

handle /run/manage the economy
boost investment/spending/employment/growth
stimulate demand/the economy/industry
cut/reduce investment/spending/borrowing
reduce/curb/control/keep down inflation
create /fuel growth/demand/a boom/a bubble
encourage /foster/promote/stimulate/stifle innovation/competition
encourage /work with/compete with the private sector
increase/boost/promote US/agricultural exports
ban/restrict/block cheap/foreign imports
the economy grows/expands/shrinks/contracts/slows (down)/recovers/improves/is booming
enjoy an economic/housing/property boom

Economic problems
push up/drive up prices/costs /inflation
damage /hurt/destroy industry/the economy
cause/lead to/go into/avoid/escape recession
experience /suffer a recession/downturn
fight/combat inflation/deflation/unemployment
cause/create inflation/poverty/unemployment
create /burst a housing/stock market bubble
cause/trigger a stock market crash/the collapse of the banking system
face/be plunged into a financial/an economic crisis
be caught in/experience cycles of boom and bust

Public finance
cut/reduce/slash/increase/double the defence/(especially US) defense/education/aid budget
increase/boost/slash/cut public spending
increase/put up/raise/cut/lower /reduce taxes
raise/cut/lower /reduce interest rates
ease/loosen/tighten monetary policy
balance the (state/federal) budget
achieve /maintain a balanced budget
run a ($4 trillion) budget deficit/surplus

more collocations at ↑politics, ↑voting

 
Example Bank:

• Communications technology has provedto be a growth area.
• Give the plants a good pruning to encourage growth.
• He had a cancerous growth on his lung.
• Lack of food had stunted his growth.
• The country is experiencing a period of high growth.
• The economy enjoyed the highest growth rate in Asia.
• The factory has achieved a steady growth in output.
• There was a rapid growth in the numbers of private cars.
• a vicious circle of low growth and low productivity
• new measures to control the growth of traffic on the roads
• real GDP growth
• the excessive growth of algae in rivers
• the explosive growth of personal computers in the 1990s
• the exponential growth in world population
• Recent years haveseen a huge growth of interest in alternative medicine
• The growth in averageearnings has remained constant.
• The report links population growth with rural poverty.

growth
growth S3 W1 /ɡrəʊθ $ ɡroʊθ/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: noun: ↑grower, ↑growth, ↑undergrowth, ↑outgrowth, ↑overgrowth; adjective: growing,↑grown, ↑overgrown; verb:
↑grow, ↑outgrow]

[Date: 1500-1600; Origin: grow]
1. INCREASE [singular, uncountable] an increase in amount, number, or size OPP decline

growth in/of
We’ve seen an enormous growth in the number of businesses using the Web.
the rapid growth of world population
the recent growth of interest in African music
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2. BUSINESS/ECONOMY [singular, uncountable] an increase in the value of goods or services produced and sold by a business or a
country OPP decline :

measures to stimulate economic growth
strong/rapid/slow etc growth

a period of rapid growth in the economy
The company is preparing for zero growth (=no growth) this year.

growth area/industry
Debt collection is a huge growth industry.

3. SIZE/STRENGTH [singular, uncountable] the developmentof the physical size, strength etc of a person, animal, or plant overa
period of time:

Vitamins are essential for healthy growth.
a means of stimulating plant growth
a growth hormone (=substance in the body that causes you to grow)

4. IMPORTANCE [singular, uncountable] a gradual increase in the importance or influence that something has
growth of

Cinemas declined with the growth of television.
5. PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT [uncountable] the developmentof someone’s character, intelligence, or emotions:

A loving home is essential for a child’s personal growth.
emotional/intellectual/spiritual etc growth

the journey toward spiritual growth
6. DISEASE [countable] a swelling on or inside a person, animal, or plant, caused by disease ⇨ tumour:

a cancerous growth
growth on

a growth on his lung
7. GROWING THING [uncountable and countable] something that has grown:

Feed the plants to encourage new growth.
His chin bore a thick growth of stubble.

• • •
COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 2)
■adjectives

▪ rapid From the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s there was very rapid growth.
▪ strong Many industries are expecting strong growth this year.
▪ steady The business has a history of steady growth.
▪ slow Economists are forecasting a period of slow growth.
▪ explosive growth (=very fast growth) India and China are the developingcountries with the most potential for explosive growth.
▪ zero growth The budget was based around a forecast of zero growth in gross domestic product.
▪ economic growth American aid was meant to kick-start the country’s economic growth.
▪ annual growth There was an annual growth of 4%.
■growth + NOUN

▪ a growth area /industry Nuclear energy will be the main growth area in the energy sector.
▪ the growth rate The economic growth rate averagedonly 1.4 percent.
■verbs

▪ achieve growth After the war, Europe achieved remarkable economic growth.
▪ maintain /sustain growth Governments that want to survivehave to maintain growth.
▪ stimulate/encourage /promote growth Greater governmentspending may stimulate economic growth.

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ increase noun [uncountable and countable] an occasion when the amount or number of something becomes bigger: There has
been a significant increase in violent crime over the past year. | price increases
▪ growth noun [singular, uncountable] an increase in the number, size, or importance of something. Growth is also used when
saying that a company or a country’s economy becomes more successful: The astonishing growth of the Internet has had a
dramatic effect on people’s lives. | Japan experienced a period of rapid economic growth. | Many people are concerned about the
enormous growth in the world’s population.
▪ rise noun [countable] an increase in the amount of something, or in the standard or level of something: The latest figures show a
sharp rise (=a sudden big rise) in unemployment in the region. | There was a 34 percent rise in the number of armed robberies. |
The majority of families experienced a rise in living standards.
▪ surge noun [countable usually singular] a sudden increase in something such as profits, demand, or interest: There has been a
big surge in demand for organically grown food. | We have seen a tremendous surge of interest in Chinese medicine.
▪ gain noun [uncountable and countable] an increase in the amount or level of something - used especially in business or political
contexts, or when talking about an increase in someone’s weight: sales gains | The December job figures show a net gain of
81,000 jobs. | The party has experienced a gain in popularity. | The amount of weight gain during pregnancy varies.
▪ hike noun [countable] informal especially American English a large or sudden increase in prices or taxes - often used in
newspaper reports: Despite a 25% hike in fuel costs, the airline made a profit last year. | tax hikes | wage hikes
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